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ABSTRACT
GIBBS MEASURES AND PHASE TRANSITIONS IN 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
Saed Mallak 
Ph. D. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Azer Kerimov 
•January, 2000
In this thesis we study the problem of limit Gibbs measures in one-dimensional 
models. VVe investigate uniqueness conditions for the limit Gibbs measures for 
one-dimensional models. VVe construct a one-dimensional model disproving a 
uniqueness conjecture formulated before for one-dimensional models. It turns 
out that this conjecture is correct under some natural regularity conditions. 
VVe also apply the uniqueness theorem to some one-dimensional models.
Keyxuords : Hamiltonian, Gibbs State, Extreme Gibbs State. Ground State, 
Phase Transition, Markov Chain, One-Dimensional Contour.
IV
ÖZET
ТЕК BOYUTLU MODELLER İÇİNDEKİ GIBBS ÖLÇÜLERİ
VE FAZ d ö n ü ş ü m l e r i
Saed, Mallak
Matematik Bölümü Doktora 
Tez Yöneticisi: Asst. Prof. Dr. Azer Kerimov
Ocak, 2000
Bu tezde tek boyutlu modellerde limit Gibbs ölçüleri problemini çalışıyoruz. 
Limit Gibbs ölçüleri için teklik durumlarını araştırıyoruz. Tek boyutlu mod­
ellerde daha önce konjekçır edilmiş olan formülün doğru olmadığını gösteren 
bir model geliştiriyoruz. Bu konjekçırm bazi doğal düzenlilik şartlarının eklen­
mesi halinde geçerli olacağını gösteriyoruz. Ayrıca bu teklik teoremini bazı tek 
boyutlu modellere ınçguluyoruz.
Anahter Kelimeler: Hamiltonyan, Gibbs Durumu, Aşırı Gibbs Durumu, 
Zemin Durumu, Faz Dönüşümü, Markov Zinciri, Bir Boyutlu Eğri.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The theory of Gibbs measures is a branch of Classical Statistical Physics but 
can also be viewed as a part of Probability and Measure Theory. The notion of 
a Gibbs measure dates back to R.L Dobrushin (1968-1970) and O.E. Lanford 
and D. Ruelle (1969) who proposed it as a natural mathematical description of 
an equilibrium state of a physical system which consists of a very large number 
of acting components. In probabilistic terms, a Gibbs measure is nothing 
than the distribution of a countably infinite family of random variables which 
admit some prescribed conditional probabilities. During the three decades since 
1968, this notion has recieved considerable interest from both mathematical 
physicists and probabilists. The physical significance of Gibbs measures is now 
generally accepted, and it became evident that the physical questions involved 
give rise to variety of fascinating probabilistic problems.
If we are asked to summarize our work by a single word, it will be, of course, 
"Phase Transition” which comes from the vocabulary of physics, the transition 
from a gaseous state to a. liquid state, for example.
Let us consider the following example from Statistical Physics. Consider 
the liquid-vapour phase transition of a real gas. On the macroscopic level, 
this phase transition is again characterized by 'a jump discontinuity, namely 
a jump of the density of the gas as a function of the pressure (at a fixed 
value of temperature). Let us adopt the following simplified picture of a gas. 
The gas consists of a huge number of particles which interact via some forces. 
To describe the spatial distribution of the particles we may imagine that the 
container of the gas is divided into a large number of cells which are of the 
same order of magnitude as the particles. To each cell we assign its occupation 
number, i.e. the number of particles in the cell. (More generally, we could 
also distinguish between particles of different types or orientations). VVe also
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replace the forces attraction between the particles by an effe(M,ive interaction 
between the occupation numbers. The resulting caricature of a gas is called 
a lattice gas. In spite of all defects of this reduced picture, one might expect 
that a lattice gas still exhibits a liquid-vapour phase transition.
The question is that how can we describe the equilibirium sta.te of these 
physical systems in mathematical terms? This question leads to the concept 
of a Gibbs measure.
In words, a Gibbs measure is a mathematical idealization of an equilibrium 
state of a physical system which consists of a very large number of interacting 
components. In the language of Probability Theory, a Gibbs measure is simph^ 
the distribution of a stochastic process which, instead of being indexed by the 
time, is parametrized by the sites of a spatial lattice, and has the special feature 
of a.dmitting prescribed versions of the conditional distributions with respect 
to the configurations outside finite regions. As evident from the last sentence, 
there is a formal analogy between Gibbs measures and Marko\' chains.
Next we introduce some mathematical definitions.
D efinition 1 Let S he a discrete set, finite or countably infinite. Suppose to 
each pairi^j G S there is assigned a non-negative numher pij such that these 
nwrnbers satisfy the constraint:
EjesPij = 1, Vi e 5.
Let X o ,X i , · · ·  be a sequence of random variables whose ranges are contained 
in S .
The sequence Xn is a Markov chain if:
= j|.Yo = zo, · · · = z„] = P[AVi = j\Xn = zn] = p ! T ^  for all n
and every sequence dj, · — ^in ^ S for which P[Xo = ¿o, · · · , Xn = ¿n] > 0·
A Markov chain is stationary (homogeneous) if does not depend on n,
that is = Pinj) otherwise it is non-stationary (non-homogeneous).
Markov chains are studied extensively in [24].
Let 5 be a countably infinite set and ($,H) any measurable space.
D efinition 2 A family {(px)x^s of random variables which are defined on some 
probability space and take values in $ is called a random field, or a spin .system. 
S is called the parameter set.
is called the state space (spin space), 
is called the spin at state x.
D efinition 3 Let fi = = {{ffx)x^s ■ '-fx £ *i*}, then each clement in LI is
called a configuration and Ll is the set of all possible configurations.
Let S = H·^  be the product cr—algebra on i7, i.e, the smallest cr—algebra 
containing the cylinder events.
Next, let O' = {A C 5 ; A 0, |A| < oo)
D efinition 4 An interaction potential is a family U - (l/.4)-ie3 of functions 
UA '■ LI R luith the folio-wing properties:
1) For each A 6 Q', Ua is F,a -Pleasurable, where S ,4 =
2) For all A € Q' and p> ^ LI, the series: H^(ip) = Z^ 4eo, 4 (~|a=h exists.
is called the total energy of g? in A for U. It is also called Hamiltonian.
Next, we introduce a probability distribution on the space Ll,\ = =
1-6A : E $} defining the probability of a configuration € LI a by:
P d v p  = Z p  exp(-/iifi(^ '')|
where Za is a normalizing factor defined by the condition: Pa(^^) = h
Thus Za = exp[-/3i7^(v?'^)]. Za is called a partition function.
fi =  {kT)~^, where A: is a constant, we consider it to be 1 and T  is the temper­
ature.
Definition 5 The probability distrib-ution defined above is called a Gibbs prob­
ability distribution in A corresponding to the given Hamiltonian.
Now, let A G and let A, B Q A he such that A f] B  = fl) and bd{A) C B, 
where bd[A) denotes the boundary of A, we use
= Pk {Fx = a; G A| ip,j = y e B) 
to de.Tiote the conditional probability that equals (p~ on the set A under 
the condition that its values on the set B  equals. .
Definition 6 A probability distribution P on the space LI is savdrio-deiermine 
a Gibbs measure (it is also called Gibbs state, Gibbs rcindom field, or DLR 
state) if the conditional distribution P^{(p~ \<p'^  ) generated by the distribution 
P coincides with the Gibbs distribution in A with the boundary configuration 
arbitrary finite subsets A ,B  C S such that A p \B  =  ^ and bd[A) C 
B.
If P is not unique, the given Hamiltonian is said to exhibit a phase transition.
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Definition 7 Let P,\, · PiV, · · · · . -Рл„ > · · · /-'e « sequence of prohahility measures, 
i f  there exists Uq such that Vn > tiq, Pa,JA) P{A) for each cylinder event 
Л , then P is called the weak limit of this sequence of probability measures.
Definition 8 An element ¡.l of a convex subset A is said to be extreme if:
//. Ф Q'/ii + (1 — a')//2, VO < a  < i, /.¿і,/і2 6 A.
/1/^  extreme limit Gibbs state is the weak limit of finite volurnt Gibbs states.
It is well-known that the set of all limit Gibbs states coincides with the 
closed convex hull of the set of weak limits of finite volume Gibbs states.
More details about the construction and the properties of the set of all limit 
Gibbs states can be'found in [13], [25], [28], [32].
Definition 9 A conjiyii ration is said to be a ground state if for any finite 
perturbation of the configuration the expression is non-
n egative.
Definition 10 Assume that — are distinct ground states. A
Hamiltonian is said to satisfy Peierls condition if 3c > 0 such that for each 
[ < n < N ,  -  H{p^)  > c\bd{A)\,
where is a perturbation of the ground state on the finite set A and hd{A), 
the boundary of A, is defined as the union of all cubes (of a fixed, sufficiently 
large size) on which p' is different from each p^,  ^ ^  k < N.
Roughly .speaking, this condition establishes a relationship between energy 
and geometry which expresses the stability of ground states.
The problem of phase transitions in one-dimensional models is an object 
of constant interest during the last decades. In usual cases, there can be no 
phase transitions. But we have several models with different properties which 
admit phase transitions.
In [20] and [21], the random fields take values in a countably infinite set, 
the potential function of nearest neighbours is symmetric with respect to the 
two arguments and symmetric with respect to the point x = —1/2 and the 
external field is symmetric with respect to the point x = 1/2.
In [11], [12] and [19] the set of values of random fields is
{(), 1}, { —1,+1}, {—1,+1} respectively, and the interaction is of long range.
In [17] and [33]. the random fields take values in a countably infinite set 
and the interaction is of nearest neighbours.
In [26] and [34], the random fields take values in { —1,+ i}  and the interac­
tion is of nearest neighbours but it is spatially inhomogeneous.
It is well known that the condition li’/7(.r)] < cc [U{x) is a pair
potential of long range) implies uniqueness of limit Gibbs sta tes [8], [9],[10], 
[29] and [30]
The main question is that, given a one-dimensional model, under which 
conditions is the limit Gibbs state unique?
In [20], the author formulated the following conjecture:
Any one dimensional model with discrete (at most countable) spin space 
and with a unique ground state has a unique Gibbs state if the spin space of 
this model is finite or the potential of this model is translationally invariant.
This conjecture originates from the reference [19], where it is proved that 
in one-dimensional antiferromagnetical model with the Hamiltonian 
H{'^{x)) = Zx.yez;x>v C(a; -  y)ip:,'^y -
where ¡.t, is the external field, the potential U{x) is a nonenegative convex func­
tion which is extendible to a twice continuously difFerential^Ie function such 
that
I7{x) ~  Ax~'^, U' ~  — , U” ~  / 17(7 + i)x~~*~  ^ at x —>■ oo where 7 > 1 
and /1 is a strong constant, has a unique ground state at low tempretures. It 
is also proved that this model does not admit phase transitions.
The ground states of this model are functions of the external field and this rela­
tion is very sophisticated in [7] and [18]. It turns out that at any fixed value of 
the external field this model has a unique ground state to within translations. 
The method of [19] substantially uses the facts that the model is one- dimen­
sional, the ground state of the model is unique (to within translations) and 
the ground state satisfies the Peierls condition.' The uniqueness of the limit 
Gibbs states is proved by showing that since the ground state is unique the 
configuration with the minimal energy at any boundary conditions almost co­
incides with the ground state and the dependence of any event ‘p(A) on the 
boundary conditions can be expressed via the sum of terms connecting A with 
the boundary, and since the dimension is one (the terms connecting A with the 
boundary are very long and their entropy is not big enough) this dependence 
is very weak.
Since in two or more dimensiona.1 models with a unique ground state and 
with the Gibbs state related to the ground state different entro|)y Gibbs states 
are possible, the conjecture is formubited in one dimension.
In the second chapter we introduce a one-dimensional model with a unique 
ground state which admits phase transitions [20].
In the third chapter we introduce another model, which can be considered 
as a modification to the model in the second chapter, which has countable 
e.Ktreme limit Gibbs states [21].
In the fourth chapter we give a uniqueness theorem for the limit Gibbs 
states in one-dimensional models which proves the mentioned conjecture under 
additional natural conditions [22].
In the fifth chapter we introduce a model which disproves the conjecture 
without these natural conaitions [23].
Finally, in the si.xth chapter we apply the uniqueness theorem to some one­
dimensional models.
Chapter 2
Phase Transition in a One-dim ensional M odel 
w ith a Unique Ground State
2.1 The M odel
(,'onsider a model on Z‘ with the Hamiltonian
H(ifiX)) = C.X-+1 + 1)) + ))
X6^ 1
( 2 . 1 )
The spin space <1 ot the model (2.İ) consists of a countable number of alpha 
spins a " ,n  = 1, 2,...; a countable number of beta spins = 1, 2,...; and a
gamma spin 7 . The metric in <5 is given by the following distance function 
di.st( . , .):
dist(a ’^ , a^) =  ^ dist{a\a}'^^) for k ~:> m > \
dist{a ,^ cv^ ) = 1
dist{a^, a'^) = 1 — dist{a^^oi^)
di.it(Ş^,0^+^) = 1/2m — 1
= E/'i!;:' /?'+*) for k > m > i
dist(fj ', /3'^ ) = 1
dist(f3', /3' )^ = 1 — dist{f3', ¡3' )^
dist{a”^  ^f3^ ) = 1
distij, Q'™) = d,ist{~i. /?”‘) - 1 for any m, k
It can be rea.dily verified that the function dist{.,.) defines a metric and 
the spin space $ equipped with this metric is compact. Plence by Tikhonov’s 
theorem the configuration spaces <I>v = YltY_y $,· and 
compact, where $,· =
The zero-interaction measure A on the space $ is a counting measure [13].
Below we define the functions (v^ (a·), v?(.'c -f 1)) and kf.i'~p{ :^))· The
first function + 1)) is bounded in any finite volume and the
second function 's not an interaction potential (it only controls the
number of ’’admitted” spins, due to the U~ in any finite volume the number of 
’’admitted” configurations if finite). Thus, the set of all limit Gibbs states of 
the Hamiltonian (2.1) is not empty [13],[32].
The pair potential function of nearest neighbors -|- 1)) is
symmetric with respect to the two arguments and symmetric with respect to 
the point X = —1/2. Thus,
md
For non-negative x € Z^. + 1)) is defined as:
f /i,+  ,(a"‘,cv‘ ) = I
= 1
c'L+.i-/,-/) = 0
where m and k are any natural numbers and
,;:. = - in ( ( ( 4 /3 ) '/ " '- i ) /2 )  + i.
The function playing the role of the external field, is symmetric
with respect to the point x = 1/2. Thus,
-  1)) = for a-’ > 0.
For positive X G Z^, U^{tp{x)) is defined as:
Ul{ocn = U l { f n  = ^. i f m < g .
UUl) = 0
Ulioi'^) =  Ul{f5'^) =  CO, i f  m > 
where m is any natural number and = 2((4/3)^^^' -  1)
-1
(2.2)
[t carı be readily verified t,hat the configuration ^f{x) = *,,.ı; € is the 
only ground state of the model (2.1).
Let Iv be the segment [—V,+V]. Suppose the boundary conditions 
‘Y^{x) = t^^{x)^x G Z' — Iv are fixed ¿md
V'
v = - V - \ x^-V
Due to the conditions (2.2) for any-K the number of ’’admitted” spin con­
figurations is finite and the partition function
-V = Y  exp(-/3i/r/(v(;i-’)|<G'(^ ·)))
v-(x)€<[>v
corresponding to the boundary conditions G Z* — ly is finite.
In further calculations we restrict the value of the temperature by T < 1. 
where T — kT ',T ' is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant.
2.2 The Property o f the M odel
Theorem 1 . Let T  < 1. There exist limit Gibbs states oj the model (2.1) P" 
and such that
oo
P “(-^(0) = a) = E  P “(s^(0) = > i /2
m= I
oo
p«(i.(0) = e ) = Y ,  P % ( 0 )  = D  > 1/2
m = l
P r o o f .
Due to the symmetry, we prove only the inequality
P " ( ( ^ ( 0 )  =  a )  >  1 /2 (2.3)
Thus, in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that at any V,
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Pv{'-^(0) = a\(p-'‘) > 9/16
where Pi/(c^(x’)|(^") is the Gibbs distribution in the space corresponding to 
the boundary conditions
Let Pv(v ix)  = a:x  G [ -K  1/]^· '^) = P u (n L -K  (<r (.r) = r.v-|v-')). 
Obviously,
Pviv’fO) = > Pviipix) = cv,x- G [ - ^  V']|^")
In order to prove (2.3) we shall prove that
Pu(G>(-i·) = a,x  € [-V, P]|i^'') > 9/16 (2.4)
Define a Gibbs distribution P v (r’(aOlv^ °''^ *'^ 0 in the space <i>r corresponding 
to the boundary conditions
^ P — 1] and = 0,x G [G + l,co).
By definition
P v{‘f{x) = a'lv?") - E » e x p ( - l /r ( / / (y (x ) |y - ) j )
Eexp(-l/r(i/fi^(x-)b")))
(2.5)
'VM r )  = „ M “ /·) =M - )  IV> ) E e x p ( - l / r№ ( i) |v j» :" - / .) ) ) (2 ,6)
where the summations in both numerators are taken over all configurations 
^p(x) G such that ip{x) = for some m and both summations in the 
denominators are taken over all configurations <^ {x) G ^v-
In the model (2.1) ’’adjacent” spins (alpha, beta or gamma spins) tend to 
be aligned. That is, the Hamiltonian (2.1) can be interpreted as ferromagnetic. 
Thus, in the spirit of ferromagnetic inequalities the following lemma .seems to 
be natural.
Lemma 1
P vi 'A ^)  = a ,x  G [-K, < P v i^ ix )  = a .x  G [-P , K]b")
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Proof.
Let us compare numerators and denominators of (2.5) and (2.6). Each term 
in the numerator of (2.5) is equal to e x p (- l/T )  times the corresponding term 
of (2.6). Each term in the denominator of (2.5) is equal to exp( —l/T ) (re­
spectively e xp (- f^ lT ))  times the corresponding term of (2.6) if at x = V 
ip{x) = for some m or <^ (x) = 7 (respectively <^ {x) = for some rn).
But > 1 for any nonnegative integer. Thus, the lemma is proved.
It follows from Lemma 1 that in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient 
to establish the following inequality.
Lemma 2
F v ir i^ )  = a , x €  [-P , > 9/16 (2.7)
Proof.
Consider a Markov chain (nonhomogeneous) starting at point x = —V and 
ending at point x - V with initial condition y?( —C — 1) = cv' with transition 
probabilities 7T^(a-)^ 4-(j,.+i), 7r^ (x),i(x-+i) is the probability of the event that 
'yp{x + i) = if(.r -b 1) under the condition that v?(.r) = where
7ri(x.).iC-H) = Pv(<p(x + 1) = + 1)|<e (30 = ^(x),!^(.7: + 2) = 0)
The condition (2.2) implies that this Markov chain in [—V\ 
as a Markov chain with finite spin space.
It follows from the definitions that
can be treated
P v M x )  = l i '
i-=-V
Define 7r (^i-)=a,i(a:+i)=a = H  ^((x)=a’^ ,i(x+i)=a>^  > where the summation is taken 
over all possible values of ^ (by definitions the sum consists of finite number 
of terms (due to (2.2)) and does not depend on m).
Thus,
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V - l
n
K-1
JJ ¿;(;r)=r^ ,.^ (x-+l) = a
By definition {T < i),
‘ (^ar)=o'.<t‘(a;+l)=a'
+  exp(-/(x' +  l ) / T ) + e x p ( - l / T )
___________________ :/(x-+l)exp (-l/T)___________________
^(x-+l) exp(-l/T )+:/(j . ’+ l) e x p ( - / ( .r + l) / T ) + « ix p ( - l / T )
_____________ 1_____________
H - e x p ( - l / T ( / ( x * + l ) - l ) )  +  l/(7(x-Hl)
_______________ 1
1+exp( —/ ( x '+ 1) + 1) + 1/.7('i'’+ 1)
> (3/4)·'^"'
Now note that
V v i^ ix )  = a..r 6 [-K, > i n
x*=U
Thus, in order to prove (2.7) it is enough to show that
1=0
But
nx=U
(^o;)=cy,^ (x4-l)=„ > n  (3 /4 ) ''" ' = 3/4
x = l
(2 .8 )
Thus, the inequality (2.8), and hence Lemma 2 is proved.
Now the inequality (2.4) is a direct implication of Lemma 2 and Lemma 1.
Consider a sequence of probability distributions Py((p[x}\ip°‘). This se­
quence consists of at least one limit point, and this limit point P" is a limit 
Gibbs state [1.3], [32]. Now Theorem 1 follows from the inequality (2.3).
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2.3 Com m ents
Tlieorem 1 shows that the model (2.1) has at least two e.xtreme liiTiit Gibbs 
states: that is this model admits phase transitions.
The spin space of this model is infinite and the potential of this model is 
not translationally invariant. Thus the a.ssumption of the finiteness of the spin 
space or translationally invariance of the potential can not be weakened in the 
conjecture.
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Chapter 3
Countable Extrem e Gibbs States in a 
One-dim ensional M odel with a Unique Ground 
State
3.1 The M odel and its Properties
Consider a feiTorna!>nef,ical model on Z' with the Hamiltonian
H{'^{x)) — E l + 1)) + C (ri·'·)) (3.1)
The spin space $ of the model (3.1) consists of a countable number of alpha 
spins a ” , where m, i = 1, 2,...; and a gamma spin 7 .
All spins are two dimensional vectors: 7 =  (1,0) and rv™ is a vector 
[cOsOm, sinOm) of 1 — til Coloi', where Om = 2Tr(l — 1/2” )^.
The zero-interaction measure A on the space <1 is a counting measure 
[13),[32J.
Below we define the functions Ul ,ip{x + 1)) and [J'^{(p{x)). The
first function ^._^^(ip(x),(p{x + 1)) is bounded in any finite volume and the 
second function U‘^{ip{x)) plays the role of the external field (at fixed m  it only 
controls the number of ’’admitted” af' spins).
The pair potential function of nearest neighbors i (<,?(.'■), <,?(.t + 1)) is 
symmetric with respect to the two arguments
1.3
f ' U ,
and
+ i)) = /■/!x.-K_.,(^(-x -  i),^(-./·)) 
For nonnegative x e ZF F(a-· + i)) is defined as:
^^Lx+ihr/) = 0
-^'Lx+\{(·' ?^ >«") = f'll
where rn, i , j  = i. 2. · · ■ and
M m , k) = -  l r i ( ( ( 4 / 3 ) -  l)/2)) + m + k
The function M(ip{x)), playing the role of the external field, is symmetric 
with respect to the point x = 1/ 2. Thus,
-  1)) =  for a; > 0.
For positive x G Z  ^ f/^(y?(x)) is defined as:
M M ) = 0
^xMT)  = '<■/  ^ < 9x
M M T )  = oo. */ i > 9x
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where
= 2((4/3)‘/ - '^ - i )
- 1
It can be readily verified tha.t the configuration '^{x) = ¡^,x. € is the 
only ground state of the model (3.1).
In this model the unique ground state of the model is a constant configu­
ration (f{x) = 7 but the spins are not symmetric. Since we have countable 
types of spins for the convergence of the partition function (Lemma 3) we put 
the conditions (3.2) and for guaranteeing of Lemma 5 we define the function 
/b(m,A:) as a function depending on x plus a term involving rn and k.
Let ly  be the segment [-V.+V]. Suppose the boundary conditions 
'^^(a;) = G — ly  are fixed and
x=-v-l v = - V
Let us define the partition function
- 1/ = expi-/3Hv{v{x)\^Hx)))
corresponding to the boundary conditions G Z* — ¡v is finite.
L em m a 3 For any fixed value of V ,
< OO
It follows from Lemma 3 that Gibbs distribution in any volume V corre­
sponding to arbitrary boundary conditions (p^{x),x £ — ly  is well defined.
In further calculations we restrict the value of the temperature hy 0 > I, 
where /?“ * = k T ,T  is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant.
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T heorem  2 Let T  < [. For any rn there exists limit Gibbs slate of the model 
(S.l) P""* s\Lch that
P " ” (9(0) = a " )  = x ; p “"(v>(0) = « " )  > 1/2 ISA)
i=l
3.2 Proofs
VVe sta.rt this section with the proof of Lemma 3.
P ro o f of Lem m a 3
Let us fix V and the boundary conditions '■^ ^(x),x G Z* — Iv.
= Ev(x-)6<t>v exp(-dLfK(^(,r)!'^’(;i;)))
= E^(.)€<^.exp(-;ix:L-K -, + 0 ) + e L - k
= E^ (x-)G<t>v rix=-K -i exp(-/5if7i,,,+ i((^(.'J;), (^(-'r+l))) n L -V ' exp(-/df/j(v?(.r)))
The notation 7 = o{] will be convenient for the further calculations.
The last summa.tion is taken over all possible configurations 
-^Gx) = i : A - V  -  l)..:pi-V),...,)piV)) = where
rn and i take all nonnegative integers, and indices of a both aro' together zeros 
or nonzeros.
Thus, the partition function can be written as
E E
n  + [ J  exp(-/?f7j((p(:z;))) (3.5)
i = - V - l  x = - V
Due to (3.3) for each fixed collection — 1), m'[ — V)^ ...^rn'[V)) there
a.re just finite number of collections {i{ — V — 1), z(K),..., ¿(i^ )^), such that the 
corresponding term in the summation (3.5 ) is nonzero (for others U'f.{yp{x)) = 
00).
Therefore, in order to prove the lemma, it is enough to show that
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= E  n  exp(-,6ii';,.+,((^(a;),c^(.7; + l))) J J  expi-J(r^(^{x)))
1 x = - V - l  j: = - V
= E  n  + 1))) < co
1 x=-V-\
where in J2\ sumniation is taken over all possible configurations
( m( — V — \)  m ( - V )  m-(V) \( « /  'or-j,a^ o-n , ' V>r7 ).
Now we note that
E n ■^MH-/^CE.+i(<r>(a-’)>^(^  +1))) < n Vr
1 a ; = - V - l L-=-V~]
where Mj; =
Ek,i exp(-/^f/l^.+ i (aj , a{))+Zk  exp(-/:'Ci.,.+^(α^ 7 ))+exp(-/^[/¿,,.^.1(7 , 7))
and the summation is taken over all possible naturals k and /.
It ca.n be easily shown that due to the conditions (3.2) A/,· is (inite. The 
lemma is proved.
Define the Gibbs distribution Pv{(p(x)\(p°‘’^ ) in the space <5\· corresponding 
to the boundary conditions
= a ^ , x e Z ^  -  [-K K ].
Let P"'" be a limit point of the the sequence of Gibbs distributions 
when V goes to infinity. This limit point P""' is a limit Gibbs 
state of the model (3.1) [13],[32].
Proof of Theorem 2
In order to prove the theorem we show that P “’" satisfies (3.4).To prove (3.4) 
it is enough to show that at any value of V,
Pv{^{0) =a'"]<^“"') > 9/16
Let Py{(p{x) = a"\.i: G 
Obviously,
- r ,  v \ \ r n  = P i . ( n L - r  u s ,  M···) = « " V “"').
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V v i - m  = > P k(v^ (x) = a - ,  a· € [-V: V]|/^"’)
In order to prove (3.4) we shall prove that
P vi'A ^)  = cy"^ , x € [-1/, K lb “") > 9/16 (3.6)
Define a Gibbs distribution Pi/((^(a;)|(^"”''^ '^ d*) in the space ‘hy correspond­
ing to the boundary conditions
^ ^ (—oc. —V — 1] and 97"'"·'“'·'^ *(x) = 0, X G [ r  -h 1, 00).
Bv definition
Pvi ^ i x)  = = expi-,d{H{(p{x)\ip'-‘’" }))
Eexp{->nH{^{x)\ip-·’'))) (3.7)
Pv{ip{x
X m i a - . / e / i x  E « - 6 X p ( - / 3 ( / 7 ( ( 9 ? ( x )  ) )
where the summations in both numerators are taken over all configurations 
''p(x) G $v such that v?(x) = a·” for some i and both summations in the 
denominators are taken over all configurations (p{x) <E $v·
In the model (3.1) "adjacent” spins (a·” spins at fixed m or 7 spins) tend to 
be aligned. That is, the Hamiltonian (3.1) can be interpreted as ferromagnetic 
a.nd the following inequality is a natural ferromagnetic inequality.
Lemma 4
Pv{<f{x) = cx" ,^x e [-V,V]\ip^"'‘^ '^ )^ < Pvi ^ i x )  = a ”^ , x e  [-K,l/]|(p“'”)
Proof.
Let us compare numerators and denominators of (3.7) and (3.S). Each term in 
the numerator of (3.7) is equal to exp(—m/9) times the corresponding term of 
(3.8). Each term in the denominator of (3.7) is equal to exp(—rri.d) (respectively 
exp(—fx/3)) times the corresponding term of (3.8) if at x = V ^(x)  = cv·” for 
some i or 9?(x) =  7 (respectively 9?(x) = for some k 7  ^ rn and j).
Since fx > m, the lemma is proved.
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It follows from Lemma 4 that Theorem 2 is a consequence of the following
Lemma 5
Fvi ^(x)  = G [-1/, > 9/16 (3.9)
Proof.
Consider a Markov chain (non-homogeneous) starting at point x = —V  and 
ending at point x = V with initial condition (p( — V — 1) = a* with transition 
probabilities is the probability of the event that
<^ (x + 1) = ^(x + 1) under the condition that cp(x) = ^(x),  where
7Ti(x.),i(x.+ i) = Pv((p(x + 1) = ((x + l)|<,5(a·) = + 2) = 0)
It follows from the definitions that
V'-l
Pv(<p(x) =  G [-V, = 7r^(_K-i)=a-,i(-v) n + 1 )
j: = - V
Define
where the summation is taken over all possible values of j  (by definitions the 
sum consists of finite number of terms (due to (3.3)) and does not depend on
Thus,
PvHx) = e [-K
^^( — V — l)=cxY^ ,^ ( — V)=0!^  rix= —V ^ (^x)=cx ,^ (^x-hl)=a^
— TT^ “  ^ -TT
— l l a ; = - V _ l  ^ ^ ( x ) =a ^ , ^( x +l ) =a ^ '^
Due to definitions (/? > 1),
“TT ^* (a:) =  or  ^(X 4 -1 )= cv ^
Ef=r*^ e.xp(-/?m)+^ j^^^^m «xp{-/3/.T+l (m4'))+«’cp(-/^ m)
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_________________ 7 (J- +1) <^xp( — Prn)________________
«•■iP(-/i(/.r+l(m,^ -)-m))+I/i,(i-+l)
>
— 1 +  e x p ( - / . ,+  i (m ,A ; )+ m )+ l /3 ( .r+ l)
>  --------------------!--------------------
— l+ e x p ( - / ,T + i  (m,A')+m+fc) +  l / j ( x - + l )
> (3/4)'
Since
,1/2·'+'
P k ( i» ( x ) =  c “ , x  € \ - V , V ] \ v “ · " · · ’ “ ) >  ( n  I T « . , = „ ~ 4 ,
x-= 0
in order to prove (3.9) it i.s enough to show that
J J  i^(a-)=a"’',i(i-4-l)=a'"· ^  3/4
i-=0
The last inequality (3.10) directly follows:
(3.10)
n  — n  ( 3 / 4 ) — 3/4
®=o i-=l
The inequality (3.10), and hence Lemma 5 is proved.
Now the inequality (3.6) is a direct implication of Lemma o and Lemma 4. 
Theorem 2 follows from the inequality (3.6).
3.3 Com m ents
Theorem 2 shows that the model (3.1) has a countable number of extreme 
limit Gibbs states; that is the model (3.1) admits phase transition. Thus if the 
spin space is infinite and the potential is not translationally invariant, then the 
model may have countable number of extreme limit Gibbs states.
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Chapter 4
A Condition for the Uniqueness of Gibbs 
States in One-Dimensional M odels.
4.1 Uniqueness Conditions
In this chapter we investigate sufficient conditions for the uni(|ueness of limit 
Gibbs states in one-dimensional models.
It is well known that the condition xU{x) < oo (U{x) is a pair
potential of long range) implies uniqueness of limit Gibbs states, see for example 
[8]. In this chapter we consider models including the alternative case 
U[x) ~  where o < a  < 1.
VVe develop a method establishing uniqueness of Gibbs states under very 
natural conditions similar to the conditions for two- or more- dimensional mod­
els.
Let us consider a model on with the Hamiltonian
BCZI
(4.1)
where the spin variables ^{x) G is a finite set, the potential U{if{B)) 
is a not necessarily translationally invariant function.
On the potential U{ip{B)) we impose the natural condition which is neces­
sary for the thermodynamic limit;
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^  \ U < const 
Bcz^-.xeB
where the const does not depend on x a.nd the configuration ^{x).
(4.2)
VVe suppose that the model (4.1) has a unique ground state a.nd
satisfies the following stability condition : for any finite set A C with
length |/1|
H{</{x)) -  Hiy^^^ix)) > t\A\ (4.3)
where i > 0, |/l| is the number of sites of A and v?'(x) is a |)erturba.tion of 
the ground state <p^ ' {^x) on the finite set A.
VVe also suppose tha.t the potential U(B) sa.tisfies some natural decreasing 
condition ( see (4.22))
T heorem  3 There exists /3cr > 0, such that at any 0 > 0^  ^ fhe model (4-1) 
has a unique limit Gibbs state.
By the uniqueness of Gibbs states we mean the non-existence of two differ­
ent Gibbs states.
VVe prove Theorem 3 based on the ideas introduced in [19]. The main idea 
of the proof is the following.
Let Iv  be the segment [—V, V]. Suppose that the boundary conditions y>{x) = 
V7^ (x),a; E Z'· — Iv are fixed and
B C ’Z ':B n [-V ,V ]jiil
A set of all configuz’ations ^{x)', a: G /v we denote by $(V).
Due to the conditions (4.2) and (4.3) the partition function corre­
sponding to the boundary conditions (p^(x) is finite and the Gibbs distribution 
Py{ip{x)) on the set $(V) is well defined.
Let (/?™‘"’^ (x) G *^ i*(V) be a configuration with the minimal energy :
H{ipy‘'^'^{x)\if\x)) = mm^ (^ .)g<i,(i/)ii/'((^ (a:)|v?^ ’(.T))
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(4.4)
Then the configuration almost coincides with the ground state of
the model (4.1) (see Lemma 6).
Due to the condition (4.2) the difference between energies of two minimal 
configurations (pmin and corresponding to different boundary conditions
is bounded by some constant.
Thus, we can define a common (for all boundary conditions) contour (a contour 
will be defined as a connected subconfiguration not coinciding with the ground 
state) model and by using of a well-known trick [6] we come to noninteracting 
clusters from interacting contours.
Consider an arbitrary segment I  in the volume /y, two arbitrary boundary 
conditions and VVe prove that the dependence of the expression
on the boundary conditions t^ (^:r’) and v^ “(a;) can be re­
duced to the sum of statistical weights of super clusters connecting the segment 
/  with the boundary and this expression is negligible at low temperatures.
Therefore, two arbitrary extreme Gibbs states are mutually continuous and 
hence coincide.
4.2 P roof of Theorem  3
Let G $(V ) l)e a configuration with the minimal energy. The follow­
ing lemma describes the structure of the configuration
L em m a 6 For arhitrary fixed boundary conditions (p^{x) there exist positive 
constants Nl and N'l not depending on the boundary conditions (p^{x) and V, 
such that the restriction of the configuration on interval [—V +IV5, V —
m  coincides xuith the ground state
It can be easily shown that the lemma follows from the condition (4.22) For 
the detailed proof of this statement see [19]. Below we give a proof of the lemma 
in the special translationally invariant potential case. This proof is rather 
amusing due to the fact that it does not employ any of the conditions (4.2), 
(4.3) and (4.22) and uses only the very natural condition that the potential 
tends to zero while the distance between interacting elements tends to infinity.
Proof.
Obviously, for each value of V there are numbers / V ^ ( V " , v ^ ' ) ,  
(0 < Nl(V,ip^) < UO < Nl{V,g>^) < V), satisfying the lemma.
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Thus, the restriction of the configuration to the set [—V + Nl, ~
coincides with the ground state
Let and Nl(V,'^^) be minimal, that is Nl(V,ip^) + Nl’{V,(p^) is
minimal.
Let
and
iVi, {V) =  rnax.^i Nh (K  )
where the second maximum is taken over all possible boundary conditions
In order to prove the lemma we show that maxvNf,{V)  is bounded.
Indeed, suppose that maxvNk[V) is not bounded. Then there exist a se­
quence of numbers V{k), a sequence of boundary conditions '■^ {^x')]x G — 
[—14) 14] and corresponding sequence of configurations with minimal energy 
A: = 1,2,... such that limyk_,x, V{k) = 00 and limfc_.x, N]^{V{k),'~p^) =
oc.
Without loss of generality we assume that lirnk—ookkl[V{k).<^^) = 00.
Define a maximal nonnegative integer number *r = z(V{k),(p^) satisfying 
the condition:
+  N l  -  - V { k )  +  /V')) ^  +  M l  -  +  . y i )
Due to the definitions, z =  z{Vik),(p’^ ) > 0, if A; is sufficiently large. Below 
we assume that ^ = z(V{k),(p^) > 0.
Now we are faced with two possible cases:
Case 1. Umk'^^z(V{k'),<p^') + { V { k ' ) - iY l ) - { - V { k ' )  + Nl) = 00 for some 
subsequence k' of k.
Case 2. maxkz{V{k),ip^) + {V{k') — N^) — ( — V{k') + Nl) is bounded, where 
the maximum is taken over all values of k.
Let us define a configuration il>v{k'){x) — ~
In the first case we put x = V[k') — Nl + z/2. Thus, ■0v(fc')(:r) is a V{k') — 
NI +  z f l  shift of (x) to the right .
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In the second case we put x - V(k') — /V,'/2. Thus. i« a. V{k') —
NİJ2 shift of (-iO to the right .
Now note that
1. In both cases the support of the configurations VV(/o')(/'i·) infinitely grows 
in both directions when V{k') goes to infinity.
2. In both cases the restriction of the configurations 4’V(k'){ '^) to any interval 
[—L,L] (when L is sufficiently large) does not coincide with the ground state:
To verify the first property we have to show that in the configuration 
‘'Pvik') (^) distances dist{ — V{k'), —x) and dist{—x, V(k')) tend to infinity 
in both cases.
The first property readily follows from the definitions.
In the first case, di.‘it{ — V[k'), —x) > N^/2 in both cases and since tends 
to infinity the expression dist{ — V{k.'), —x) unboundedly grows. The expression 
dist( -x ,  V{k/)) > zj2 + {V{k') -  /V,;) -  i -V ik ' )  + Nl) and obviously tends 
to infinity in the first case. In the second case we have to show that both 
distances dist(—x,V{k')) and dist( — V{k'),—x) unboundedly grow when 
tends to infinity. It directly follows from the fact that dist{—.f. V{k')) > Nl/2 
and dist{ — V{k'), —x) = Nlf2. The first property is proved.
The second property in the first case readily follows from the rlefinition of x:.
In the second case assume that there is a segment [—L,L] such that the 
restriction of to the interval [—L,L] coincides with some ground state
'y:>ix). Then by definition of Nl and ( Nl{V,(p’^ ) + is minimal)
2L < { V { k ' ) - N l ) - { - V { k ' )  + Nl) s.ndsmcezl2 + { V { k ' ) - N l ) - { - V { k ' )  + Nl) 
is bounded ( over the set of all k') 2L is bounded and the second property is 
held.
We say that a sequence of configurations %l v^(k){^ ) point-wisely converges to 
the configuration '</^ {x), if for each x 6 Z^, there exists k\, such that ipv{k){^) — 
■(/>(x), li k > k\.
After this natural definition, by using a diagonal argument we can show 
that the sequence [k'){^) ■: k' = 1, 2,... has at least one limit point, say
Indeed, there exists a subsequence ' l^>v(k')i )^ '’l·v{k')i^) ,such that '</’v(/c')(0) 's
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a. con-
is a
a consta.nl·,.
There exists a subse(|uence that ( 1 ) is
stant.
There exists a subsequence ^’^ (‘¿7)'(a,’) of i/v’(V)(:r), such that bv^ (\:7)'( - 1  )  
constant.
B\' continuing this process we obtain a subsequence
>Pv{k~)^ ...of iw[k){x)
which converges to some configuration
Now, note that is a ground state. In fact, suppose that t'p (;c) is an
arbitrary perturbation of on some finite set W .
> Hv{'^ {x)\<^ >^ 'ix)) -  -  e(W,Vik),-^^^
where ip (x) is the same perturbation of p ”^ ‘^ (x) on the set W — x, and for each 
fixed W  the the term e(W. V{k')pp^‘) tends to zero uniformly with respect to 
p^' while V{k') tends to infinity.
But by construction Hv\ip (o;)|(,i’^ '') — {x)\p^') > 0.
Therefore, H{p (a;)) — H{p’^ ‘^ {x) > 0 and is a ground state.
Now note that the configuration p^'^{x) due to the second prop­
erty. In fact, since the configuration il^v(k'){x), vvhich is just a shift of Pv(k') ’ 
the ground state pX’' can not coincide with év(k'){x) on the interval [—L,L]. 
And is a limit of configurations ^v(fc')(a;).
This contradicts the assumption that maxvNb{V) is not bounded.
Lemma 6 is proved.
Consider the partition of Z* into segments Ik , where Ik is a segment with 
the center at a; = 1/2 + k and with the length 1.
Let us consider an arbitrary configuration p{x). VVe say that a segment
Ik is not regular, if there exists a segment /¿, connected with h ,  such that
^i^'k) Two non regular segments are called connected provided their
intersection is not empty. The connected components of non regular segments
defined in such a way are called supports of contours and are denoted as suppK.
)
The pair K  = (suppK,p{suppK)) is called a contour.
Let and be two Gibbs states of the model (4.1) corresponding to the 
boundary conditions p^{x) and p^{x) respectively.
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L em m a 7 Gibbs measures and are absolutely contin uous urith respe:ct 
to each other.
Proof.
Let I  = [ci^ b] be an arbitrary segment and be an arbitrary configura­
tion.
In order to prove the lemma we show that there exist two positive constants 
.s and 5 not depending on /, such that
■S < P '(v '( /)) /P " (i^ '( /))  < 5 (4.5)
Let P y and P y  be Gibbs measures corresponding to the Ijoundary con­
ditions and x’ G Z' — ly  respectively, where Z ‘ — 7v =
(—oo, —V — 1] U [V + 1. d-co).
Thus,
limv—oo P y  = limv—oo P y  = P^
where by convergence we mean weak convergence of probability measures.
For establishing the inequality (4.5) we prove that for each fixed interval I, 
there exists a number Vq{I), depending on /  only, such that for V > Vq
> < V\,(v'{I))IV%(v'{I)) < s (4 .6 )
Let 7 f ( q ? ( x ) | q ? * ( . r ) , d e n o t e  the relative energy of a configuration 
'•f{x) (with respect to (x)):
=  77( ^ ( x ) | / ( x ) )  -  i 7(v p --y x ) |v a H x ))
Consider
P y M C )  =
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E>'V(<^ '(/),l/,si‘(.r)) "771‘ ^
where =  E (/v-/|(^^(x), (^'(/), denotes the partition function
corresponding to the boundary conditions ip^(x),x G — Iv. -p'(I), x G /  
and
= i :  exp(-/3(f/(9(X))-i/(^”“’‘(/l)))) .=  1,2 (4.7)
ACZ^ :AnIji$;AnZ^ -[v7^ <!)
where '- (^x) in the sum (4.6) is equal to 'y '(x ) for a; G /  and it is equal to ip‘ 
for X G — / 1/.
The expression (4.7) gives the ’’direct” interaction of v?(/) with the bound- 
a.ry condition cp\
VVe can express Pv(y?'(/)) in just the same way.
In order to prove the inequality (4.6) it is enough to establish inequalities 
(4.8) and (4.9):
i< Y{cp( I ) ,V ,cp \x ) )< l . l ,  г = l ,2 (4.8)
and
for arbitrary
Indeed, if the inequalities (4.6) and (4.9) hold, then
(4.9)
1/ ( 1/.') < P l(v '( /) ) /P t(v > '(n )  < i / ( i /5 )
since the quotient of iii)/(El”=i ¿t) lies between m in(a,/6;) and
max{ai/hi).
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Now we start to |n-ove the inequalities (4.8) and (4.9).
The inequality (4.8) is a direct consequence of the natural condition on the 
decreasing of the potential: for each fi.xed /  there e.xists Vq, such that if V > Vq, 
then 1 < V{ip{I), K<p>‘(.?:)) < l.i; i = 1, 2.
•So, in order to complete the proof of Lemma 7 we have to establish the 
following inequality ( which is just the transformed inequality (4.9) );
- 1." - 2/
1/5 < , < i/i. (4.10)
Define a super partition function
(E‘·" Z“ ') = J;exp(-,W (^^=‘( /κ ) |v ‘(.t),v"(ı■)v” "■(.ı.■)))
where the summation is taken over all pairs of configurations and
'/^(/v), such that = '-p'ix).
Now we show tha.t for each fi.xed interval /, there exists a number Vo{^)i 
which depends on I  only, such that if V > Vo(I)·
< (H^'e 2'" )/(H '''h2') < 5 (4.11)
for two positive constants s and S  not depending on /, 
and (p"(x)·
Now we try to represent the super partition functions (E^’ E·^ ’”) and 
(E^’"Z^’') in more convenient form. Roughly speaking, by using a well-known 
technique we are going to pass to noninteracting,clusters from interacting con­
tours [6].
Let the boundary conditions <p{x) = ^ € (—oo, —F  — 1] U [K 4-1, c»)]
be fixed. As above the set of all configurations (/ (^x); x € [—Vj V] we denote by
$ ( R ) .
It is obvious that for each contour K,  such that suppK € [—V+Nb, V — Nb], 
there exists a configuration i/>A'([—R, R]) such that the only contour of the 
configuration K R]) is K.
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The weight of contour K  will be calculated by the following formula;
7 (/v) = Hii^icix)) -  //(ys>‘(.x’)) (4.12)
Consider the Gibbs distribution on $(fo) corresponding to the boundary 
conditions X ^ —fo — 1] U [fo + 1. oo)] :
P (^cp'(.г■)) =
exp(-/9(//((p^(3;)|(p^(.r),y”^ ‘Ti(^.))))
(4.13)
Let ^(x)  6 $(fo) be an arbitrary configuration, the boundary of the <,5(.r) 
includes a finite number of contours Ki\ i — 1, ...,n. The set of all contours of 
the boundary conditions '^^(x) will be denoted by Kq.
The statistical weight of a contour is
= exp(-/?7(/C )) (4.14)
The following equation is a direct consequence of the formidas (4.12) and 
(4.14);
exp{-0H{<^{x)\'^^{x),^^^^’\ x ) )  = f lw{IQexp{-f: IG{Ko.Ku.. . ,Kn)
(4.15)
(=1
where the multiplier G{Koi K \ , K n )  corresponds to the interaction be­
tween contours and with the boundary conditions v? (^x):
G { K , , I U , . . . , K n )  = Y ^  E <3(A'i,.... A'.J = E E f ( B )
A-=2 k= 2  (B)6 /ni(A',j
(4.16)
where at each fixed k the summation is taken over all possible collections
Xj, . . . ,  ' ^ki  j  0 , ...,77., I f  ^  ^7u) T  / ^  m .
The interaction between .some point x from the support of K\  and some 
point y from the support of K 2 arises due to the fact that the weight of the
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contour A'l was calculated under assumption that the conhguration outside 
snpp(K-i) coincides with the ground state.
VVe do not need the explicit expressions of f (B)  and {int{Ki, A',)), they are 
very huge and we do not write them down. For the pair potential case see [19].
For simplicity Ki, i = will be denoted by A',:,f G I. Thus, the
formula (4.15) has the form :
= Y[w{Ki) exp(-i3G{Ko, Kn))
¿61
(4.17)
The set of all interaction elements B  in the double sum (4.16) will be 
denoted by IG  ( for the pair potential B  will be a pair of points (x, y). Write
(4.17) as follows :
e x p (- /3 / / (^ (x ) |(^ '( i ) , ;5 “ “ '‘ (x)) =  n ® ( A ' , )  H  (1 +  e x p ( - / i / ( B )  -  1))
iei BeiG
(4.18)
From (4.18) we get
exp(-/Ji/(p(x)|p>(.,;),v.'“‘”- 'n ) ) =  E  I I ^ W )  I I  s(B)  (4.19)
IG 'ClGiel S6/G";/(B)#0
where the summation is taken over all subsets IG' (including the empty 
set) of the set IG, and g{B) =  exp(—^ f{B ))  — 1.
Consider an arbitrary term of the sum (4.19), which corresponds to the 
subset IG' C IG. Let the interaction element B  G IG ' . Consider the set K 
of all contours such that for each contour K  C K, the set suppK f) B  contains 
one point. We call any two contours from K connected.The set of contours 
K'  is called IG' connected if for any two contours Kp and K,, there exists a 
collection [Ki = Kp, K 2 , ■■■, Kn = Kq) such that any two contours Ki and 
Ki+i, i = 1,..., n — 1, are connected by some interaction element B  € IG'.
The pair D = [(Ad, i = 1,..., s);/G 'j, where IG' is some set of interaction 
elements, is called a cluster provided that there exists a configuration ^{x)
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conta.ining all Kr.i = I.......s\lG'  C IG\ and the set (Ah,/' = is IG'
connected. The statistical weight of a cluster D is defined by tiie formula.
IV( B ) = n ‘»(A·.) n  9(B)
{ x , y ) e I G '
(4.20)
i=  1
Note that iv^D) is not necessarily positive.
Two clusters D\ and D 2 are called compatible provided any two contours 
K\ and K 2 belonging to D\ and D 2 , respectively, are compatible. A set. of 
clusters is called compatible provided any two clusters of it are compatible.
If D = [{Ki,i = 1..... then we say that Ah ^ D:i = i,...,.s.
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the definitions.
L em m a 8 Let boundary conditions G ( —oc. — V — 1] U [V +
1, 00)] he fixed.
If [ D \ , D m ]  A a compatible set of clusters and (J)T| suppDi C [—V.V], 
then there exists a configuration <y>(a;) which contains this set of clusters. For 
each configuration pix) we have
exp(- fD(p(x) l(p fx) ,p"^‘’^ ’^ (x))=  ^
I G ' C I G
where the clusters Di are completely determined by the set IG ' . The parti­
tion function is
E(c,?'(a;)) = ^  wiDi)...w{Dm)
where the summation is taken over all non-ordered compatible collections of 
clusters.
Lemma 8 shows that we come to noninteracting clusters from interacting 
contours.
The following generalization of the definition of compatibility allows us to 
represent (H^’” E^’’) as a single partition function.
A set of clusters is called super compatible provided any of its two parts 
coming from two Hamiltonians is compatible. In other words, in super com­
patibility an intersection of supports of two clusters is allowed.
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L em m a 9 Let boundary conditions (x). .z; G ( —cc. —K — 1] u [K +
1. oo)] and = [y^ (^.r), X G (-'oo, - K  -  1] U [V' + 1. oo)] ht fixed.
If [Dx,...,Dm] '■·>■ « super compatible set of clusters and [j'i^iSuppDi C 
[-V,V],  then there exist two configurations y ’^ (x) and v?''(x) which contain 
this set of clusters. For each pair of configurations and p'Hx) we have
= L  Y[M Di)
IG'C lG , IG "Cl G
where the clusters Di are completely determined by the sets IG' and IG " . 
The super partition function is
where the summation is taken over all non-ordered super compatible collections 
of clusters.
Lemma 9 is an analogue of Lemma 8.
Let w{D\)...iv{Dm) be a term of the super partition function E^'”’"’ . 
The connected components of the collection [supp{D\),.... supp{Dm.)] are 
the supports of the super clusters. A super cluster SD  is a pair
(supp{SD),(p{supp(SD)). Below, instead of the expression "super compati­
ble collection of clusters” we use the expression ’’compatible collection of super 
clusters”.
A cluster (a super cluster) D = [{Kifi = 1,..., r); 7G"] [SD = 
l(K,,i  = l , . . . ,r ) ;/G 'l)  is said to be long if· the intersection of the set 
(UI^i suppKi)) U IG'  with both I  and — Iv = (—co, — V — 1](J[V + I, oo) is 
nonempty. In other words, a long cluster (super cluster) connects the boundary 
with the segment I.
A set of super clusters is called compatible provided the set of all clusters 
belonging to these super clusters are super compatible.
The following important lemma shows that in our estimates long super 
clusters are negligible.
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L em m a 10 For each Jixed interval 1. there exists a riurnher \ which de­
pends on I  only, such that if V > VqU)
1/2 E '” -· < E
where the summation is taken over all non-long, non-ordered' compatible col­
lections of super clusters [S D ^ , S  Dm],[JlLx supp{S Di) C In ~ I correspond­
ing to the boundary conditions ipf  x),ip-{x),x G -Iv\'p>'{x) and<p''(x),x G 1 ■
Consider a collection of contours R q, /v„. The value of the interaction
of the contour A'o with the contours Ah, ··., A'„ we denote via. G'( A 'o |A 'i,A '„ ):
G '(A T |A h,A 'n) = n  (1 + exp(-/?/(j5) -  1)) (4.21)
where /G (0|1, n )  is the set of all interaction elements intersecting the 
support of the contour Kq.
On the potential U{B) we impose the following natural condition:
G(A'o|/0,...,AT) =
J J  1(1 + exY>{-^f{B) -  1))| < hx{\supp{Ko)\)h2 {dist(^\i,...,n)) 
Be/c(o|i,...,n)
(4.22)
where dAsi(0| l , n )  is the distance between the support of K q and the 
union of the supports of contours K i , K n ,  and the functions hi{x) satisfy 
the following conditions:
lim hx{x)/x = 0 lim h'£{x) = 0 (4.23)
In other words, the interaction of Ah,...,A'n on A'o tends to zero when the 
distance between them increases, and the value of the interaction increases 
with a rate less than the length of the support of K q.
These conditions are very natural and in particular are held in all models 
with pair potential B{x) ~  l / x ' “^ ", as x —>■ oo,0 < o; . In the pair potential 
case (see [19])
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Giho\hi ,  hn) < cons t i (h s t{0 \[^n ))  "(|.stipp(Ao)|)’
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 10 for clusters (not super 
clusters).
L em m a 11 For tach fixed interval I, there exists a number K)(/), tuhich de­
pends on I  only, such that if V > Vo(I)
1 / 2  =
where the summation is taken over all non-long, non-ordered compatible, 
collections of clusters [D\, ···, (J)" j suppDi C Av — /  corresponding to the
boundary conditions ^ Z' — Iv]'y>'{x),x G / .
P r o o f .
^ 1/ ^  £ 1.',(«./.) ^  ^  51/,(n./.) ',(/.)
where the summation in is taken over all non-orderecl compati­
ble collections of clusters [D\,...,D,n] containing at least one long cluster, 
UIA] suppDi C //V — f corresponding to the boundary conditions 
g>^{x),x € Z* — Iv;'y>'{x),x G I  .
By dividing both sides of the last equality by we get
I ^  ;ri/,( " · ' · ) q .  Hi/.d·) (4.24)
Now we are going' to show that the second term (which is not necessarily 
positive) is negligible, that is the absolute value of it is less than 1/2 (actually 
we can show that the absolute value of the second term is less than any fixed 
positive number at sufficiently large values of V).
The term can be interpreted as a ’’probability” P [Long) of the
event that there exists at least one long cluster.
We show that the absolute value of this ’’probability” is less than 1/2 by 
the following method. We estimate the density of long clusters; the probability
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that a given segment belongs to the support of some long cluster. .Since some 
statistical weights of dusters are positive and some negative, we estimate the 
absolute values of these "probabilities". VVe show that for a fixed segment the 
"probability" that this segment belongs to the support of some long cluster 
with positive '’probability" minus the”probability” that this si'gment belongs 
to the support of some long cluster with negative ’’probability" is less than one. 
Since the density is less than one. by the Law of Large Numbers a "tr^iicai” 
long cluster has not very long support, and therefore has long bonds. When V 
tends to infinity, the total length of bonds tends to infinity, and the impact of 
these bonds tends to zero.
Let us replace each term in with its absolute value. That is. ea.ch
[actor w{Di) we replace with \w{Di)\.
Now the expression Y^\iv{D\)\...\w{Dra)\l'^^'' which is the sum of the ab­
solute values of ’’probabilities" of configurations containing ai least one long 
cluster can be interpreted as a ’’absolute probability” P''‘’“{Loucj) of the event 
that there is at least one long cluster ( actually, this expression exceeds the 
absolute value of the formal expression for the probability of the ev'ent that 
there is at least one long cluster ).
Now our aim is to estimate the "absolute probability” P''’'* of the event 
that a given segment belongs to the support of the cluster. In other words, we 
are going to estimate the statistical weights of clusters after replacing of the 
values of all negative bonds with their absolute values. Of course, after this 
replacement the statistical weights of clusters becomes greater, but it turns out 
that not essentially.
Let if{x),x E: Iv — I be an arbitra.ry configuration which contains contours 
/M ,...,A nK  = UsuppNA'i,Ki = K n [ - l / , - ( | / | / 2 ) ]  and = K n  [|/|/2,1/].
Put C \^ { x ) )  = |K '| and CH^ix)) = |K2|
\P (Long)\ = - {Long) =  ^  \w{D\)\...\w(Dm)\l
= 5 :  Kn( A, ) |...|u ;(i)„ )|/E ·' + X: |u;(iP,)|...|in(D^)|/E
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wi/
-  P'^'^^iLong, > p) + P'''^'pLong, < p)
where last two summations are taken over all non-orclered compatible collec­
tions of clusters [ D \ . D m ]  containing at least one long cluster. UI^i snppDi C 
/,v — /  corresponding to the boundary conditions (a;), x € Z’ — ly.  p'ix), x G 
/ , the summation in is taken over all configurations p(Iv) '■ 'pil) =
p'{iyp2CH'p{x))l{\Iv\ -  |/ |)  > p]2CP{'p{x))l{\Iv\ -  |/ |)  > p. the summation 
in is taken over all configurations <p{Iv) '■ ^{I)  = 'p'm\2.C^{ip{x))/ {\lv\ — 
|/ |)  < p\2C^{p{x))! (\Iv\ — |/ |)  < p. It means that the density of contours 
in each configuration from ( 13 ’^“) both segments \ ( | / | / 2)] and 
[ |/ |/2 , V] is greater than p ( is not greater than p).
VVe fixed the value of p as 1 — r//2/, where the values of g and / will be 
defined in the proof of Lemma 13.
It turns out that the long clusters are negligible:
L em m a 12 For each fixed interval. I there exists a value of \fi, such that if 
V > f/o
P ’'"(Long) = p) + P “* '( io n j ,<  p) < 1/2 (-1.25)
Lemma 12 is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
L em m a 13 For each fixed interval I  there exists a value of Vq, such that if
V > V o
P ‘^ ^^{Long,> p) < 1/4
L em m a 14 For each fixed interval I  there exists a value of Vo, such that if 
V > V o
P ‘^ ^^{Long,<p) < 1/4
P ro o f of Lem m a 13.
Consider the partition of Z' into segments Tk = Tkil) , where Tkil) is the 
segment with the center at a: =  {1/2) 4- kl and with the length I (Ti; consists ot
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/ segments / .^). The value of / will be defined later.
Let us consider an arbitrary configuration ipix). VVe say that a segment /¿. is 
regular, if
r { h - \  U h  U /fc+i) = U Ik U h+\)·
VVe say that a segment Tk is super-regular, if Tk contains at least one regular 
segment.
Let P v  be a Gibbs measure corresponding to the boundary conditions 
G 7 i ^ x  G I-
Let the segment ly  — I  consist of n segments Tk', k = 1,.... n.
VVe define a sample space H consisting of 2" elementary events 
A> = [cr(l), ...,cr(n)], 
where
(T{k),k = 1, ....n takes two values : rT(k) = 0 corresponds to the case when the 
segment Tk is super-regular and cr{k) = 1 corresponds to the case when the 
segment Tk is not super-regular.
On the sample space Q we define two different probability spaces (iT P i) and 
(Q ,P 2) by the following formulas:
Pi(/L') = Pi[cr(l),...,(T(n)] = P v [<t(1), •..,<T(n)]
where P v  is the Gibbs distribution P y , corresponding to the boundary 
conditions (p^(x),x G ,(p'{I),x G I  and
P^iA^) = P 2K I ) , ..., <r(n)] = -  qY
where -s denotes the total number of 1 entries of the vector 
A^ = lcr(l),...,a(n)j.
We define a random vector (■q(l),T/(2), ...,r/(n)) on the probability space 
(17, P i)  and respectively a random vector (^(1), <f(2), ...,^(n)) on the probability 
spa.ce (17, P 2) by the formulas:
ri{k){A^) = cr{k) and if(A;)(/l·^ ) =  cr{k)
The random variables r]{k) and ^(k) are defined on the same sample space- 
but on different probability spaces.
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Due to the definitions, the random va.riables Tj{k) are dependent, and the 
random variables ^{k) are independent and identically distributed.
Consider the two sums T]{k) a.nd ^{k).
Suppose that
~P(r](rn) = l\any conditions outside Tm) < 1 — V (4.26)
Note that P(r/(m) = l|any conditions outside Tm) < 1 ~ 7 = P(<f('/T0 = 1
and therefore the following assertion must hold.
Proposition.
P( E S : /) < P( E  «*) S: 0
k k(z A
for all natural values of /.
Proof.
Let us define a new pseudo-probability function on the sample
space n  as
p m i x e d ,K "  ^  [a{ a{n)])
= (T^ (k') = a{k'),k' € lC]^{k") = a{k"),k" G K")
= P (t/(A:') = a{k'), k' € k" € K ”)
= V{y{k’) = a{k/),kf G K ' ) { i - q f " \
where K"  is an arbitrary subset of [1, ■■■in], K' = [1, ...,n] — K ", and \K''\ 
is number of elements of K " ■
Roughly speaking, we get ’’replacing” random variables r]{k'')
with random variables (,{k")·
Now we prove the following inequality
¿=1
(4.27)
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for any K ” C where the compound event A{1) is the union of all
elementary events / 1·' = [(x(l), ...,cr(n)], such that for each .4·^  : a(i) > /).
Consider an event ^  This compound event can be represented
as the union of elementary events .4' = [o-( l ) , cr (n)] ,  such that for each 
elementary event the a(i) > 1. Thus, the inequality (4.27) is equivalent 
to the following inequality
E P i v i l )  =  <T(l),...,?7(n) = <7(n)) < (4.28)
where both summations are taken over all possible events 
/4·' =  [^ ’■(1), such that cr(i) > /.
Suppose that K"  = .s in (4.27). It means that we are going to "replace"’ a 
random variable r/(.s) with random variable <f(-s).
Summations in (4.28) are taken over some class of elementary events .44 
For each elementary event /F we have two possibilities, namely, cr(s) = 1 and 
a(.s) =  0.
Consider /IT such that <t(s) = 1 and two terms from (4.27) corresponding 
to /F , namely a term from left hand side and a term from right hand side of 
(4.27). For this elementa.ry event -  [cr(l), ...,cr(n)] we have
P (t?(1) = (7(1), ...,r/(.s) = (j(s) = l , . . . ,77(n) = (T(n))
= P (t7(1) = cr(l), ...,t;(.s -  1) = (t(s -  l),r/(s + 1) = (t(s + 1), ...,r/(n) = 
(r(n)) X
P (t/(s) = cr(s) = I ¡ under conditions : t/(1)  -- cr(l), — 1) = cr(.s —
l),?](s + 1) = cr(s + l),r/(n) = cr(n))
< P (t7(1) = (t(1),; ■■,rj(s - 1 )  = cr(s -  l),7j(s + 1) = <r(s + 1),· · -,r/(n) = 
a-(n))(l -  q)
_  ip m ix e d ,K "
because of a conditional probability 
P(^ rj(^ s) = l\any conditions outsideTs) < 1 — ?·
Thus, for all these A^
P(>7(1) = t (1), ...,r,(s) =  <r(s) = = ^(n)) <
42.
Consider /1-', such that iri..s·) = 0. Now we use the following trick: together 
with /N we consider an engaged elementary event A ‘, which is obtained by 
changing of cr(,s) into i (obviously A' belongs to the same compound event 
A{1) and for different elementary events /1·^  with (j(.s) = 0 we have different 
elementary events / 1‘.
For these two elementary events
A·’ = [ c r ( l ) , cr(.s) = 0 , cr(n)] and A‘ = [cr(f),.... cr'(s) — 1. crfrr)] 
we have
P(t7(1) = -t(I), = a(s) =  0,...,r;(n) =  cr(n))
+
P(r/(1) = rr(l),....;;(.s) = cr'(.s) -- f,...,/7(n) = <t(»))
= P(??(l) = <r(i). ....riis -  1) = (t(.5· -  l),  T]{s +  1) = (7 {s +  i),
cr(?l)) X
P(r/(s) = cr(.s) = 0\under conditions : r](l) =  a { l ) , .... t]{s — 1) - a{s 
+ l)cr(s· + 1), ...,7/(n) = a{n))
+
P (t/(1) =  cr(l),...,7/( .s - l)  = a-{s- i),r]{s + l) = a{s +1), ....7]{n) =  (r(n))x
P { t]{s) =  cr'(s) = l \under conditions : 77(f) =  ^{l) ,  . . . ,t]{s — 1) =  cr(s — 
i),r/(s + 1)(t(s + l),...,r/(n) = o-(n))
(the following equality is valid due to the fact that the sum of two condi­
tional complementary events is equal to one)
= P(t7(1) =  <t(1), . . . ,ti{s -  1) = o-(s -  1),77(5 -f 1) = cr{s + 1), ...,77(n) = cr(n))
= (7 + (1 -  7))x
P ( t7(1) = cr(l),...,T7(s -  1) =  ct(a' -  l),r/(s -t- 1) =  <r(5 + i),....r7(n) =  o-(n))
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mix fid,K"
Thus, for all A'  ^ of the second kind we have
P(?7(l) = (t(1), ...,?7(.s) = -7(6·) = 0, . . . , T ] { n )  = r r [ v ) )
+
P(7y(l) = cr(l), ...,77(6·) = a'{s) =  1, ...,T]{n) =  cr(//))
_  p m z x e c / ,A '"  j  p m z x e c / .A '"  ^ ^
In the case when K ” = s the inequality (4.27) ( and therefore (4.28)) is 
proved.
In the general case, when K ” consists of / numbers (when we ’’replace” 
I random variables), we / times successively repeat the same argument and 
obtain (4.28).
•Just by putting K"  = K  we complete the proof of the Proposition.
The random variables ^{k) are independent a.nd identically distributed. The 
mathematical expectation of ({k) equals I — q.
Now we show that the inequality (4.26) is valid for the ’’absolute probabil­
ity” that is
= l\any conditions outside Tm) < 1 —7 (4.29)
Let P v  be Gibbs measure corresponding to arbitrary boundary conditions 
and Tk be an arbitrary segment. Consider the set of all configurations on the 
interval Tk and the restriction of the measure P v  on this set. We show that at 
some value of I the ’’absolute probability ” P “*’ that in Tk there is at least one 
regular segment is greater than 7 > 0 for some constant q not depending on k. 
The event ij{m) = 1 means that all segments belonging to Tk are non-regular.
The condition (4.3) and the Peierls argument method directly imply that
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= l\cot>ditions outsideTm areip^''{x)) < exp( — : t^l) (4.30)
Now we note that the inequality (4.29) which is just the ine(|uality (4.30) at 
any conditions outside Tk is also held at sufficiently large values of /. Indeed, 
due to (4.22) when we increase the value of / the influence of the conditions 
outside Tk on the configuration in Tk increases with the rate less than / and 
therefore at some value of / and for some positive ty < t
= l\aiiy conditions outside Tm) < exp{—,6til) < I — q
Now Lemma 13 is a direct consequence of the Strong Law of Large Numbers 
for ^(k) and the Proposition. Indeed, consider independent Bernoulli trials 
when the probability of success at each tria.l equals 1 — <7. According to the 
Strong Law of Large Numbers, the probability of the event that the density of 
successes exceeds 1 — 7' : 0 < g' < 7, is less than 1/4, when V tends to infinity. 
It mea.ns that the ”al)solute probability” of the event that the density of non 
super-regular segments Tk is grea.ter than 1 — 7' is less than 1/4. Due to the 
Proposition, this probability is greater than the P “** probability of the event 
that the density of non super-regular segments Tk is greater than 1 — 7'. In 
other words, the P “*·’ probability of the event that the density of super-regular 
segments Tk is less than 1 — 7' is less than 1/4. Thus, the P ‘'·'·'’ probability of 
the event that the density of super-regular segments Tk is greater than 1 — 7  ^
is greater than 1/4. Taking into account that each super-regular segment Tk 
contains at least one regular segments, one can see that the last statement 
implies the Lemma 13 if the parameter p is chosen from the open interval 
(1 — 7'//, 1). We choose the value of p as 1 — 7/ 2/.
Lemma 13 is proved.
P roof of Lemma 14.
Let us consider the set of all long clusters Dj with the density of supports 
less than p. Let supp{D) = ^\-jSupp{Kj). These supports A',· are connected 
between themselves and with the boundary. Since the density of supports is not 
greater that p < 1 the sum of the lengths of bonds in both halves [—V, —1/|/2 
and [ | / | / 2, V] is not less than { V  — | / | / 2)(1 — p). When V  goes to infinity 
the sum of lengths of any long cluster with the density less than p tends to 
infinity, and by the condition (4.22) the impact of these bonds tends to zero. 
By choosing the appropriate value of V we complete the proof of Lemma 14.
Lemma 14 is proved.
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Proof of Lemma 10
The proof of Lemma 10 is absolutely analogous to the proof of Lemma 11. 
The only difference is the fact that in E '’'’-’” overlapped clusters are allowed, so 
the density of non regular segments of typical configurations in Lemmas L3,14 
instead of p will be a number less than 1 — (1 — p)(l — p)·
Lemma 10 is proved.
Partition functions including only non long super clusters satisfy the fol­
lowing key lemma which has a geometrically-combinatorial explanation.
Lemma 15
luhere the factor 0  = is uniformly bounded :
0 < const\ < Q < consto.
R em ark.The factor Q appears due to the fact that the configurations with 
minimal energies corresponding to the different boundary conditions do not 
coincide everywhere (due to Lemma 6 they differs on some finite set and due 
to the condition (4.2) Q is finite).
Proof.
Due to the factor Q without loss of generality we suppose that the configura­
tions with minimal energies corresponding to the different boundary conditions 
coincide with ip '^^{x).
The summations in t^j^gn over all non-long,
non-ordered compatible collections of super clusters.
We put a one-to-one correspondence between the terms of these two super 
partition functions.
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Fig.l shows how this one-to-one correspondence can be carried out.
V,
h r '
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Fig.l
To the term w[Dl' )w{D\' )w{D\' )w [D\’ )w {D\' w {DI' )w (Dj’ )w {DI' ) 
(the first four factors of this term came from the partition function and 
the last four factors of this term came from the partition function E^’') of the 
super partition function we correspond the term
w {DI’ )w {Dq )w {D\' )w{D\' )w {D\' w {D\' )w {DI' w {DI' ) (the first four 
factors of this term came from the partition function E*’’ and the last four 
factors of this term came from the partition function E^’") of the super parti­
tion function
It can be easily shown that this one-to-one correspondence is well defined: 
if some term from corresponding to the term from does
not exist ( in other words, the corresponding clusters from E^’' or E^'” are 
overlapped) then the term from jg jQ^ g^ super cluster, which is im­
possible.
The Lemma 15 is proved.
The inequality (4.9) is a direct consequence of Lemma 10 and Lemma 15.
The inequalities (4.8) and (4.9) show that and are absolutely con­
tinuous with respect to each other.
Lemma 7 is proved.
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Let, a.nd be two different extreme Gibbs states of l he model (4.1) 
corresponding to the boundary conditions ^^{x) and ^ (^-7:) respectively.
Theorem  4 ([10]). P  ^ and P  ^ art .nngular or coincide.
For the proof of this theorem see [10].
Now we are ready to prove Theorem -3.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Let P^ and P^ be two different extreme limit Gibbs states of the model 
(4.1) corresponding to the boundary conditions and s^'(.r) respectively.
Due to Lemma 7 P^ and P^ are not singular. Therefore, by Theorem 4 P^ 
and P^ coincide, which contradicts the assumption. Theorem 3 is proved.
4.3 Com m ents
In [20] the following conjecture describing sufficient conditions for the absence 
of phase transitions was formulated:
C onjecture. Any one-dimensional model with discrete (at most countable) 
spin space and with a unique ground state has a unique Gibbs state if the spin 
space of this model is finite or the potential of this model is translationally 
invariant.
Theorem 3 is closely related to this conjecture.
The main point in the proof of the uniqueness of Gibbs states is Lemma 
15 and the estimation of long super clusters connecting the boundary with the 
segment I. We reduce the summation in into turns out
that long clusters from the partition function have long interaction
elements and therefore are negligible.
Theorem 3 admits generalizations in different directions:
1. Theorem 3 can be generalized for the models having a unique ground 
state to within translations. But in this case we have to add one more condition
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I ^  U /1) — U[^{B + / U /1)1 < (‘oust
/  C ( — o o , m  ]; j9  C [ ^ n . oc·)
where the inequality holds uniformly with respect to the configuration '-pix) 
and integer numbers rn.l.
2. Theorem 3 can be generalized for the models with a countable spin space. 
In this case the condition (4.3) must be replaced with the following condition:
There exists > 0 such that for all [5 > (H"'-'' and for any finite set /1 C 
with the length |/1|
p ( x )
where the summation is taken over all possible finite perturbations p'(x) of 
the ground state p^’’ on the finite set A.
The potential in this case must be translationally invariant.
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Chapter 5
D ensity  Gibbs States
5.1 The M odel
In this chapter, we construct a one-dimensional model with two spins and 
unique ground state having infinitely many extreme limit Gihl)s states. This 
model is closely related to uniqueness conditions in one-dimensional models.
In this chapter we construct a model (5.1) which disproves the conjecture. 
VVe prove that in spite of the fact that the model (5.1) has a finite spin space 
a.nd a unique ground state, it has infinitely many extreme limit Gibbs states.
Consider a model of the classical statistical mechanics on the one­
dimensional integer lattice with the Hamiltonian
H{v{x))=  Y ,  U{ip{x),ip{B_n{x)-\)) -  Y  (5.1)
i-6^hi'<0 x6Z^ ;x>0
where the spin variable (p{x) takes two values: 0 and 1 and <^ {B_n{x)) is the 
restriction of the configuration c^ (a;) to the set B^n(x)·
B-ni n =  1, 2,... is a half-open interval [—Cn,—Cn-i), where 
Cl =  0, Cn = J27=i 10 '^·^  ^ at n > 1.
The value of n(x) in (5.1) is defined by the condition x E B - n ( x ) ·
In order to define the potential U of the model, first of all we set two 
sequences:
afc =  2/.3 + E L "/ ( l/4 ) ‘
and
6,  =  2/.3 + E L i (1/4)‘
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and after that vve define the sequence of half-open intervals
Ik, A: = 1, 2,.... Ik = [flu·, bk)
and the sequence of positive numbers
Pk — (flfc +  bk)l2.
The interaction in the model (5.1) takes place between points x cind the left 
neighbour intervals The potential which specifies
the interaction between the spin variable ip{o:) at the point x and the restriction 
of the configuration to the interval Bn(x)-\ is defined by the relations:
if
if
if
if
U{<f{x) = l,(^(B-n(x)--i)) = 0
ip(x)/{cn -  Cr,-l) = h
CO
Y 2  ^ { x ) / { c n  -  Cn- \)  =  1;
U{'-p{x) = l,i^{B_n{x)-i)) =  -InPfc
(p{x)/{Cn -  Cn-l) e h',
U{(p{x) = 0,(p(B_ri{x)-i)) = - l n ( l  -  Pk)
Y  i p { x ) / { C n  -  C n - l )  e  Ik]
if for any k
U{(p{x) = 1, ip{B.n{x)-i)) =  - ln 2 /3
y  ] ‘p i ^ ) / i ^ n  fln—l) ^ Ik]
x6Zl;x6B_„(
U{ip{x) =  0,(f{B^n(x)~i)) = -  In 1/3
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if for any k
^ ^n—\) ^  ^k'
Let Iv = [-V, I/] and [-K, - 1] = ULi ^ -.·
Suppose that the boundary conditions x E: — ly  are fixed.
The Hamiltonian in the subset ly  is given bv:
- 1
x = - V x = 0
The restriction of the configuration (p(x) to the interval l y  will be denoted 
by (pv{x) and the set of all configurations ipv(x) will be denoted by ^{V).
The finite-volume Gibbs state in ^{V)  at inverse tempretiire ,/d = T “ ' and 
boundary conditions is defined by;
P^{(pv{x)\(p^{x))  =  Xj~J exp{-/3Hv{<^v{x)\^^ix)))  
where
X^ lv = 'L^v(χ)e<l·(V)(^xpi-PJ^^v{(pv{x)\^’'ix))) is the partition function.
It follows from the construction of the Hamiltonian that t he model (5.1) 
can be interpreted as an inhomogeneous Markov chain with two states [1.3],[32] 
starting at minus infinity, whose transition probabilities are defined by the 
following rule:
If the point X belongs to the block B_n(x)i then the probabilities for the 
variable ^{x) depend on the spin variables ^{x)  belonging to the previous block 
namely if the density of particles in B^n(x)~\ is 1, then the probability 
that = 1 is 1, if the density of particles in B^ni^x)~\ belongs to the interval
/fc, then the probability that ^{x)  =  1 is and if the density of particles in 
B-n(x)-i does not belong to any interval 7 ,^ then the probability that ^{x) = 1 
is 2/ 3. If the point belongs to the interval [0, oo) then the probability that 
^{x) =  1 is e/(e +  1).
In the next section we prove the following lemma:
L em m a 16 The model (5.1) has a unique ground state.
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Obviousl}^, for each k, there exists a configuration such that the value
of the density of the particles in each block Bn for all sufficiently large n =  n{k)
kbelongs to the interval I  :
Y 2  -  Cn-i) e h-
xeZ'-.x€B-n
Let the value of be 1. A limit Gibbs state corresponding to the boundary 
conditions will be denoted by P^.
In spite of the fact that the model (5.1) has a unique ground state, the set 
of limit Gibbs states of the model (5.1) is very rich;
T heo rem  5 At fl = L the model (5.1) has countable number of extreme limit 
Gibbs states P^.
Theorem 5 shows the existence o f’’density” limit Gibbs states characterized 
by the densities of particles in typical configurations.
5.2 Proofs
VVe prove Lemma 16 by showing that the only ground state of the model (5.1) 
is the configuration ip^^{x) = 1 for all x .
P ro o f of L em m a 16.
First of all, let us show that the configuration <p^ (^x) is a ground state of 
the model (5.1).
Let a configuration <p'(x) be a finite perturbation of the configuration 
Then the expression — H{(f^’^ (x)) is non-negative. Indeed,
; x > 0
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Let [U{ip\x),'^'{B-ri(x)-\)) — be a nonzero term
of E '·
IF '- '^{x) =  1, then clue to the definitions this term is ec|ual to — lnP^. — 0 For 
some k and hence is positive.
If '^'{x) -- 0, then due to the definitions this term is equal to oo — ln(l — Pk) 
for some k and again is positive. On the other hand, all nonzero terms of 
are 1.
Thus, the configuration is a ground state of the model (o.l).
Let the configuration ip^{x) be a ground state of the model (.5.1) and the 
set Z{(p) of all points x' G Z^, such that ^^{x') = 0 is not empty.
If Z{if) n [0,oo) is not empty and contains a point x', we define a configu­
ration (p^ ’^ (.x) by the following rule:
= 1 and for all x ^  x'.
Now H{ip^’^ {x)) — //((p'(x·)) =  —1 and we have a contradiction with the fact 
that is a ground state.
If Z{(p) n ( - 00, - 1] is not empty, we consider the point x' = 
maXx^Z{v)r\{-oo,-\]X, i>nd define a configuration ip^'^{x) by the following rule; 
(p^'^(x') = 1 and = '-p^ {x) for all x ^  x'.
Now H((f^'^(x)) — H{(f \x))  is either — In p t + ln(l — Pk) for some k or —co 
and since Pk > 1/ 2, the expression — In Pk + ln(l — Pk) < 0 and again we have 
a contradiction with the fact that (p^{x) is a ground state.
The proof of Lemma 16 is completed.
P ro o f of T heorem  5.
Let P* be a limit. Gibbs state corresponding to the boundary conditions 
(p^{x). In order to prove the theorem, we show that P^ can not be represented 
as a finite linear combination of limit Gibbs states P^’ ; for any collections 
and H i , U s ,  where k ^  I and 0 < yU,· < 1,
= E + E-
p ' # E № P ' ‘.
i= 1
For this reason we show that there exists an interval P_„. such that the 
restriction of the measures P  ^ and E E i on are different:
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i=l
(5.2)
We define B^n as an interval satisfying the conditions: n > li,n > I and the 
densities of particles in the restrictions of the configurations (2;) and ^'(a·) 
to B-n  belong to the interva.ls //, and 1\ respectively. That is
'y  ^ '~p (-^)/(Cn Cn—i) G. Il
X ]  <^''(a;)/(cn -  c„_i) 6  II,.
xeZ'· :xeB-n
Let us define a random variable = Ea.-e '^;.r6S-n 'A^)/i^'n ~ c„_i).
We prove the relation (5.2) by showing that for any k and n, ri > k and at 
sufficiently large V,
Pv(A.'-ii € Ik) > 3/4 (5.3)
where is the Gibbs distribution corresponding to the boundary condi­
tions (p^{x), X E — [—V, V].
Indeed, (5.3) implies (5.2), since from (5.3) it follows that 
if n > /, and n > maxi{li) then 
P U x -n  6 h) > 3/4 
a.nd
E L i e /,) < 1 -  e E i l·нв^'{χ-n e h,) < i/4 .
Suppose that [—E  —1] = UEiP-i·
It readily follows from the definition of the potential that all spin variables 
V?(3:),x G [0,oo) are independent (they take 1 and 0 with respective probabil­
ities e/(e -h 1) and l/(e  +  1)). Hence the restriction of the Gibbs distribution 
P ^  to the set <^(x), x E [— V, —1] can be treated as a one-sided inhomogeneous 
Markov chain with two states starting at minus infinity [13],[32].
Thus,
P p ,Y -, € 4 )  > P p n U x -  € 4 )
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—  ^ h )  JJ P y ( x - i  G I k \ x - i - i  G h ) ·
i =  r —[
Now we estimate the expression Pv 'ix-, G //c|x_,_i G 4 ) . Let x G 4_,·. By 
the definition of the potential P^((^(.t) = G 4 ) = Pk-
Let us define the sequence of positive numbers e^ . = l/2(l/4)^\
By the Law of Large Numbers
^ v { X - i  € 4|x-/-i G 4)
4 Pvdx-i' ~  Pk\ < G 4)
>  1 - |B-.|eN
2^A;-i-1 
Iq^ThT
>  1 - 1X O ' ^ ' n - i k
and since n > k
P k(/Y-i·  ^ 4 |x - t - i  G 4 )  > 1  — 10
Finally,
P y i x - r  G 4)nr=7--i ^ v { X - i  € 4 |x - i - i  G 4 )
> n 4 ._ i ( i - io - ‘)
> n ^ , ( i - i o -0
> 3/4.
The relation (5.3) and hence the relation (5.2) is proved. Thus, the model 
(5.1) has at least countable number of limit Gibbs states corresponding to the 
boundary conditions X {x) ·  Since the Gibbs measure P* corresponding to the 
volume V  and the boundary conditions X { x )  by the definition of the potential 
depends just on the density of particles outside [—V, V] and in the definition of 
the potential the set of all possible densities is partitioned into the countable 
number of classes, one can conclude that the set of all extreme limit Gibbs 
states is countable. The proof of the Theorem 5 is completed.
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5.3 The M odel (5.1) and the Conjecture.
In the previous chapter we have proved that Under some natural conditions the 
conjecture formulated in [20] is correct. Suppose that the model has a unique 
ground state satisfying the following stability condition ; for any finite
set A C with length |/1|
(5.4)
where i > 0, j/f] is the number of sites of A and '-p'(x) is a perturbation of 
the ground state on the finite set A, and the potential U{B) satisfies some 
natural decreasing conditions. Then the model has a unique limit Gibbs state 
at low temperatures by Theorem 3 of Chapter 4.
By a natural decreasing potential we mean the following: for any fixed 
interval I  with length u, the expression L·вcZi■,вnI^ı|>,вn{z^-¡):p<ı,U{B), grows 
not faster than n“ , 0 < a  < 1.
It can be easily shown that in the model (5.1) this decrea.‘^ ing condition is 
not satisfied: the order of the influence of the block B-n-i  on the block B-n 
is equal to the length of 5_n!
Hence, model (5.1) disproves the conjecture without the natural decreasing 
conditions.
5.4 The M odel (5.1) and the M odel (3.1)
In chapter 3, we gave a one-dimensional model having a unique ground 
state and countable number of extreme limit Gibbs states. Since the model in 
chapter 3 has countable number of spin variables, Theorem 5 can be considered 
as some improvement of the model of Chapter 3, since the model (5.1) has only 
two spin variables.
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Chapter 6
A pplication to the Uniqueness Theorem
6.1 D escription of the M odel
Consider a classical lattice model of statistical mechanics on a one-dimensional 
lattice, the spin variable at each point takes the two values 0 and i. The 
interaction is specified by means of the Hamiltonian:
H{if{x)) = U{x -  y)ip{x)ip{xj) -  1 .1 Y  if{x) (6.1)
x , y e Z : x > y  x e Z
where ¡x is the external field.
The potential U{x) is nonenegative convex function which is extendible to a 
twice continuously differentiable function such that:
U{x) ~  Ha;“'*', U' ~  —^ 7 ’^“'*'“ ,^ U” ~  /17(7 + l)a;“'*'“  ^ at x 0 0 , where 7 > 1 
and A is a strong constant.
It is obvious that if fx < 0, then the configuration ip{x) =  0 is the unique 
ground state.
Otherwise the ground states of this model are functions of the external field 
and this relation is very sophisticated in [7],[18]. It turns out that at any 
fixed value of the external field this model has a unique ground state to within 
translations [18] almost for all values of /x. .....
In [19], it is proved that the model (6.1) has a unique Gibbs state for almost 
all values of the external field ¡x.
By the uniqueness theorem, Theorem 3, this result can be extended to all 
values of the external field y,.
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It is an interesting problem to study the model (6.1) when the external field 
/i is a function of X] that is
(6.2)
x , y £ Z ; x > y
The main question is about the ground states of the model (6.2). Does the 
model (6.2) have a unique ground state to within translations?
It is not easy to answer this question in general.
6.2 Periodic External Field
In this section we consider the case when ¡.t is a periodic function; that is
/.¿0 — kp
fl{x) =
0 otherwise
where k is an integer and p is a fixed integer (the period).
If Ho < 0, then it is obvious that the configuration <p(a:) = 0 is the unique 
ground state (all the terms are positive in both sums).
If Ho > 0, then consider the model
H{(p(x)) = U{x -  ¡/)(p{x)(p(:y) -  Ho Y ,  v{x)· (6-3)
x , y £ p Z \ x > y  x e p Z
By the result of [18], the model (6.3) has a unique ground state to within 
translations on the lattice pZ for the external field ho, say
Suppose that
^gri ^  ; x ^ p Z }
Now consider
(p^ '· = (p^ ’’'(x) i f  X G pZ 
0 otherwise
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Now, since is a ground state in p Z , is a ground state in Z.
Actually,
Since is unique to within translations, p^ '  ^ is unique to within transla­
tions.
Thus the model (6.2) ha.s a unique ground state to within translations when 
the external field is a periodic function.
Since the potential of the model (6.2) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
3, the model (6.2) ha.s a unique Gibbs state in this case.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Our main result [23] shows that the conditions of Theorem 3 of Chapter 4:
1) < constant^ where the constant does not depend
on X and the configuration «^ (a.·).
2) The unique ground state satisfies the condition: for any finite set
/1 C 2^  ^ with length |/l|
H {^\x ) )  -  > t\A\
where i > 0, |/1| is number of sites of A and ^'{x) is a perturbation of the 
ground state on the finite şet A.
3) For any interval I  of length n, the expression
EBc^i;Bn/#0,Bn(2Ti-/)^0 grows not faster than n“ ,0 < a  < 1.
are essential. Without these conditions Theorem 3 of Chapter 4 does not 
hold.
Based on the results of Chapter 4, we can generalize Theorem 3 for the 
models with unique ground state to within translations like the models of 
Chapter 6.
It will be very interesting to study the set of ground states and limit Gibbs 
states of the model:
H { ( p { x ) )  =  E x , y e Z ; x > y
which is a generalization of the model (6.1).
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It will be also an interesting problem to investigate uniqueness conditions 
for the limit Gibbs measures for two or more dimensional models. The difficulty 
of this case is that each vertex has several neighbours, so that the phenomenon 
of percolation does not allow us to follow straight forward the methods of 
Chapter 4.
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